Modeling hypernymy, such as poodle is-a dog, is an important generalization aid to many NLP tasks, such as entailment, relation extraction, and question answering. Supervised learning from labeled hypernym sources, such as Word-Net, limit the coverage of these models, which can be addressed by learning hypernyms from unlabeled text. Existing unsupervised methods either do not scale to large vocabularies or yield unacceptably poor accuracy. This paper introduces distributional inclusion vector embedding (DIVE), a simple-to-implement unsupervised method of hypernym discovery via per-word non-negative vector embeddings learned by modeling diversity of word context with specialized negative sampling. In an experimental evaluation more comprehensive than any previous literature of which we are awareevaluating on 11 datasets using multiple existing as well as newly proposed scoring metrics-we find that our method can provide up to double or triple the precision of previous unsupervised methods, and also sometimes outperforms previous semi-supervised methods, yielding many new state-ofthe-art results.
Introduction
Numerous applications benefit from compactly representing context distributions, which assign meaning to objects under the rubric of distributional semantics. In natural language processing, distributional semantics has long been used to assign meanings to words (that is, to lexemes in the dictionary, not individual instances of word tokens). The meaning of a word in the distributional sense is often taken to be the set of textual contexts (nearby tokens) in which that word appears, represented as a large sparse bag of words (SBOW). Without any supervision, word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) , among other approaches based on matrix factorization (Levy and Goldberg 2014) , successfully compress the SBOW into a much lower dimensional embedding space, increasing the scalability and applicability of the embeddings while preserving (or even improving) the correlation of geometric embedding similarities with human word similarity judgments.
While embedding models have achieved impressive results, context distributions capture more semantic features than just word similarity. The distributional informativeness hypothesis (Santus et al. 2014) observes that in many corpora, semantically 'general' words tend to appear more frequently and in more varied contexts. Furthermore, the distributional inclusion hypothesis (DIH) (Geffet and Dagan 2005) posits that the context set of a word tends to be a subset of the contexts of its hypernyms. For a concrete example, dog tends to appear more often than poodle in a corpus. Moreover, most adjectives that can be applied to poodle can also be applied to dog, because dog is a hypernym of poodle. For example, both can be obedient. However, the converse is not necessarily true -a dog can be straight-haired but a poodle cannot. Therefore, dog tends to have a broader context set than poodle.
Many asymmetric scoring metrics comparing SBOW based on DIH have been developed for automatic hypernymy detection (Weeds and Weir 2003; Geffet and Dagan 2005; Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) .
Hypernymy detection plays a key role in many challenging NLP tasks, such as textual entailment (Sammons, Vydiswaran, and Roth 2011) , coreference (Ponzetto and Strube 2006) , relation extraction (Demeester, Rocktäschel, and Riedel 2016) and question answering (Huang, Thint, and Qin 2008) . Leveraging the variety and inclusion properties in context distributions can greatly increase the ability to discover taxonomic structure among words (Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) . The inability to preserve these features limits the semantic representation power and downstream applicability of some popular existing unsupervised learning approaches such as word2vec.
However, several recently proposed methods aim to encode hypernym relations between words in dense embeddings, such as Gaussian embedding (Vilnis and McCallum 2015; Athiwaratkun and Wilson 2017) , order embedding (Vendrov et al. 2016 ), H-feature detector (Roller and Erk 2016) , HyperScore (Nguyen et al. 2017) , Dual Tensor (Glavaš and Ponzetto 2017) , and Poincaré embedding (Nickel and Kiela 2017) . However, the methods focus on supervised or semi-supervised (Vendrov et al. 2016; Roller and Erk 2016; Nguyen et al. 2017; Glavaš and Ponzetto 2017) setting, do not learn from raw text (Nickel and Kiela 2017) or lack comprehensive experiments on the hypernym detection task (Vilnis and McCallum 2015; Athiwaratkun and Wilson 2017) .
Recent studies (Levy et al. 2015; Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) have underscored the difficulty of generalizing supervised hypernymy annotations to unseen pairs -classifiers often effectively memorize prototypical hy- Top 5 words  Top 201-205 words  game , player, run, deal, baseball pittsburgh, teammate, receiver, marlins, cincinnati acid, carbon, product, use, zinc quantity, ether, electrolyte, silica, heat claim, evidence, however, suggest, fact ignore, expert, condition, incompleteness, discussion access, need, require, allow, program signature, package, subroutine, image, particular pernyms ('general' words) and ignore relations between words. Additionally, there is a lack of annotated hypernymy datasets for domains such as scientific literature. This practical need motivates the development of more accurate and scalable unsupervised approaches to hypernymy detection.
Contributions
• A novel unsupervised low-dimensional embedding method to model inclusion relations among word contexts via a non-negativity constraint and re-weighted negative sampling.
• Several new asymmetric comparison operations to measure inclusion and generality properties.
• Extensive experiments on 11 datasets demonstrating that the learned embeddings and comparison criteria achieve state-of-the-art performance on unsupervised hypernym detection while requiring much less memory and compute than approaches based on the full SBOW.
Method
The distributional inclusion hypothesis (DIH) suggests that the context set of a hypernym tends to contain the context set of its hyponyms. That is, when representing a word as the counts of contextual co-occurrences, the count in every dimension of hypernym y tends to be larger than or equal to the corresponding count of its hyponym x:
where x y means y is a hypernym of x, and #(x, c) indicates the number of times that word x and its context word c co-occur in a small window in corpus D.
Our goal is to produce lower-dimensional embeddings that preserve the property that the embedding of hypernym y is larger than the embedding of its hyponym x in every dimension. Formally, the desirable property can be written as
where d 0 is number of dimensions in the embedding space. We add an additional nonnegativity constraint, i.e. x[i] ≥ 0, y[i] ≥ 0, ∀i, the utility of which is explained later in this section.
Skip Gram
Due to its appealing scalability properties during training time, we base our embedding method on the skip-gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013) . The objective function of skipgram model with negative sampling (SGNS) is
where V is the word vocabulary, w and c ∈ R d0 denotes word and context embeddings for w and c respectively. σ is the logistic sigmoid function, and k is the ratio between positive and negative samples. P D is the distribution of negative samples, which we take to be the corpus word frequency distribution in this paper.
Non-Negative Skip Gram
In our method, we constrain the embedding space to be nonnegative for all word vectors w and context vectors c. Then, whenever a word w has a context word c during the training process, the method will both try to increase the magnitude of the word embedding w, and move its vector direction closer to the direction of c in order to maximize w T c. This implies that the positive samples of w will encourage w to become a positive weighted summation of the context vectors c of its neighboring word set {c|#(w, c) > 0}. Since by the DIH, a hypernym tends to contain the contexts of all of its hyponyms, the positive samples in the objective function encourage this distributional inclusion characteristic. After applying the non-negativity constraint, we observe that each dimension roughly corresponds to a topic, as previous findings suggest (Pauca et al. 2004; Murphy, Talukdar, and Mitchell 2012) . This results in a natural and intuitive interpretation of our word embeddings: the word embeddings can be seen as unnormalized probability distributions over topics. Specific words have large values in few dimensions (topics), while general words cover many more topics and correspondingly have high values in more dimensions, so the concreteness level of two words can be easily compared using the magnitude of their embeddings.
Weighting on Negative Samples
In the original SGNS model (Equation (3)), words with higher frequencies have more positive samples, but also more negative samples. The excessive negative samples make it difficult to preserve the inclusion property in the embedding space. To make our embeddings compatible with DIH we would like each word to receive a similar number of negative samples, so we weight the negative sampling term inversely proportional to #(w), the frequency of the word w. Then, the negative sampling term becomes
where Z = |D| |V | is the average word frequency, and |V | is the vocabulary size.
The combination of a non-negativity constraint on SGNS and the inverse weighting of negative samples we term distributional inclusion vector embedding (DIVE).
In Table 1 , we see that the dimensions of the resulting learned embeddings correspond to different topics, and the more general or representative words for each topic tend to have the highest value in the corresponding dimension (words in the first column).
Matrix Factorization Viewpoint
Levy and Goldberg prove Equation (3) 
|D| , |D| is number of tokens in the corpus, similarly for P (w) and P (c).
With the non-negativity constraint and weights on negative samples, DIVE is performing non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) on the context matrix M , where
(5) The weights on negative sampling encourages more frequent words to have larger embeddings. This modification allows us to retain the word frequency signal.
In addition, since context vector c is non-negative, if the embedding of hypernym y is greater than or equal to the embedding of its hyponym x in every dimension (Equation (2) holds),
and only #(w, c) change with w. This provides an alternative explanation of why DIVE can preserve the inclusion property.
PMI Filtering
For a frequent target word, there must be many neighboring words that incidentally appear near the target word without being semantically meaningful, especially when a large context window size is used. The unrelated context words cause noise in both the word vector and the context vector of DIVE. We address this issue by filtering out context words c for each target word w when the PMI of the co-occurring words is too small (i.e., log( P (w,c) P (w)·P (c) ) < log(k f )). That is, we set #(w, c) = 0 in the objective function. This filtering mechanism is similar to computing PPMI in SBOW (Bullinaria and Levy 2007), where low PMI co-occurrences are removed from the count-based representation.
Evaluation
We evaluate the quality of our embeddings using different hypernym detection scoring metrics on both SBOW and DIVE embeddings. In the following, we denote context vector/embedding of the hypernym candidate and hyponym candidate as w p and w q , respectively. The SBOW model which represents a word by the frequency of its neighboring words is denoted as SBOW Freq, while the SBOW which uses PPMI of its neighboring words as the features (Bullinaria and Levy 2007) is denoted as SBOW PPMI.
Unsupervised Scoring Metrics
Inclusion Several scoring metrics are proposed to measure inclusion properties of SBOW. Weeds Precision (Weeds and Weir 2003) and CDE (Clarke 2009) both are based on measuring the the magnitude of the intersection between feature vectors (|w p ∩ w q |). For example, w p ∩ w q is defined by the element-wise minimum in CDE. Then, both scoring metrics divide the intersection by the magnitude of the potential hyponym vector (|w q |). A variant of CDE called invCL (Lenci and Benotto 2012) is also tested.
We choose these 3 metrics because they have been shown to detect hypernymy well in recent studies (Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) . However, it is hard to confirm that their good performance comes from the fact that the context distribution of the hypernym includes the context distribution of the hyponym -it is also possible that the context vectors of more general words have higher chance to overlap with all other words due to their high frequency.
In order to measure the inclusion property without the interference of the word frequency signal from the SBOW or embeddings, we propose a new measurement called asymmetric L 1 distance. We first get context distributions d p and d q by normalizing w p and w q , respectively. Ideally, the context distribution of the hypernym d p will include d q . This suggests the hypernym distribution d p is larger than context distribution of the hyponym with a proper scaling factor ad q (i.e., max(ad q − d p , 0) should be small). Furthermore, both distributions should be similar, so ad q should not be too different from d p (i.e., max(d p − ad q , 0) should also be small). Therefore, we define asymmetric L1 distance as
where w 0 is a constant which emphasizes the inclusion penalty. If w 0 = 1 and a = 1, AL 1 is equivalent to L1 distance. The lower AL 1 distance implies a higher chance of observing the hypernym relation. We fix w 0 to be 5 in all experiments, and an efficient way to solve AL 1 is presented in the supplementary materials.
Similarity A hypernym tends to be similar to its hyponym, so we measure the cosine similarity between word vectors of the SBOW features (Levy et al. 2015) or DIVE. We refer the symmetric scoring metric as Cosine or C for short in the following tables. We also train the original skip-gram model (maximizing Equation (3)) with 100 dimensions and measure the cosine similarity between the resulting word2vec embeddings. This metric is referred as Word2vec or W. Although effective at measuring diversity, the entropy totally ignores the frequency signal from the corpus. To leverage the this information, we propose two simple approaches, difference of vector summation (|w p | − |w q |) and the difference of vector 2-norm (||w p || 2 − ||w q || 2 ). Notice that when applying the difference of vector summations (denoted as S) to SBOW Freq, it is equivalent to computing the word frequency difference between the hypernym candidate and the hyponym candidate.
Combination If a pair of words has the hypernym relation, the words tend to be similar and the hypernym should be more general than the hyponym. As in Hyper-Score (Nguyen et al. 2017) , we also examine the effect of multiplying two factors corresponding to these properties. The combination of 2 similarity metrics (Cosine and Word2vec) and the 3 generality metrics (difference of entropy, summation, and 2-norm of vectors) leads to six different scoring metrics as shown in Table 4 . It should be noted that if we use word2vec skip-gram as the similarity measurement (i.e., W · {E,S,Q}), the scores are determined by two embedding/feature spaces together (word2vec and DIVE/SBOW).
Testing Setup and Datasets
The SBOW and embeddings are tested on 11 datasets. The first 4 datasets come from the recent review (Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017): BLESS (Baroni and Lenci 2011), EVALution (Santus et al. 2015) , Lenci/Benotto (Benotto 2015) , and Weeds (Weeds et al. 2014) . The next 4 datasets are downloaded from the code repository of the H-feature detector (Roller and Erk 2016) : Medical (i.e., Levy 2014) (Levy, Dagan, and Goldberger 2014) , LEDS (also referred as ENTAILMENT or Baroni 2012) (Baroni et al. 2012) , TM14 (i.e., Turney 2014) (Turney and Mohammad 2015), and Kotlerman 2010 (Kotlerman et al. 2010 ). In addition, the performance on the test set of HyperNet (Shwartz, Goldberg, and Dagan 2016) (using the random train/test split), the test set of WordNet (Vendrov et al. 2016) , and all pairs in HyperLex (Vulić et al. 2016) are also evaluated. In HyperNet and WordNet, some hypernym relations are determined between phrases instead of words. Phrase embeddings are composed by averaging word embeddings. For WordNet, we assume the Part of Speech (POS) tags of the words are the same as the phrase.
The F1 and accuracy measurements are sometimes very similar even though the quality of prediction varies, so AP@all is adopted as the main evaluation metric. The Hy-perLex dataset has a continuous score on each candidate word pair, so we adopt Spearman rank coefficient ρ as suggested by the review study (Vulić et al. 2016) . Any OOV (out-of-vocabulary) word encountered in the testing data are pushed to the bottom of the prediction list (effectively assuming the word pair does not have a hypernym relation). The number of testing pairs N and the number of OOV word pairs is presented in Table 2 .
Training Setup
We use WaCkypedia corpus (Baroni et al. 2009 ), a 2009 Wikipedia dump, to compute SBOW and train the embedding. For the dataset with Part of Speech (POS) information (BLESS, EVALution, Lenci/Benotto, Weeds, WordNet, and HyperLex), the part-of-speech (POS) tagger from NLTK is used. To train embeddings more efficiently, we chunk the corpus into subsets of 100 tokens instead of using sentence segmentation. Preliminary experiments show that this implementation simplification does not hurt the performance.
In the following experiments, we train both SBOW and distributional inclusion vector embedding (DIVE) on only first 512,000 lines (51.2 million tokens) instead of on the whole WaCkypedia because we find this way of training setting provides significantly better performances (for both SBOW and DIVE). We suspect this is due to the corpus being sorted by the Wikipedia page titles, which makes some categorical words such as animal and mammal occur 3-4 times more frequently in the first 51.2 million tokens than the rest. The performances of training SBOW PPMI on the whole WaCkypedia is also provided for reference. Stop words and rare words (occurs less than 10 times) are removed during our preprocessing step. The hyper-parameters used in the experiments are listed in the supplementary materials.
Baselines
In addition to classic representations such as SBOW Freq and SBOW PPMI, we compare distributional inclusion vec-tor embedding (DIVE) with additional 6 baselines in Table 3 and Table 5 .
• Assigning a random score on each word pair (RND).
• Cosine similarity using skip gram (W). The window size of skip gram is 10. When composing skip gram into phrase embedding, average embedding is used.
• SBOW PPMI with additional frequency weighting on negative samples (PPMI w/ NW). Specifically, w[c] = max(log( P (w,c) P (w) * P (c) * Z #(w) ), 0). This context vector forms the matrix DIVE tries to reconstruct when k = 1.
• DIVE without the PMI filter (DIVE w/o PMI)
• DIVE without negative weighting (DIVE w/o NW).
• K-means (Freq NMF): The method first uses Mini-batch k-means (Sculley 2010) to cluster words in skip-gram embedding space into 100 topics, and hashes each frequency count in SBOW into the corresponding topic. If running k-means on skip gram is viewed as an approximation of clustering the SBOW context vectors, the method can be viewed as a kind of NMF (non-negative matrix factorization) (Ding, He, and Simon 2005) . Let the N × N context matrix be denoted as M c , where the (i, j)th element stores the count of word j appearing beside word i. K-means hashing creates a N × 100 matrix G with orthonormal columns (G T G = I), where the (i, k)th element is 0 if the word i does not belong to cluster k. The orthonormal G is also an approximated solution of a type of NMF (M c ≈ F G T ) (Ding, He, and Simon 2005) . Hashing context vectors into topic vectors can be written as M c G ≈ F G T G = F .
Results and Discussion
Scoring metrics First, we find that there is no single hypernymy metric which always outperforms others. The finding is consistent with the previous review study (Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) . One of the main reasons is that different datasets collect negative samples differently. For example, if negative samples come from random word pairs (e.g., WordNet dataset), a symmetric similarity measure is already a pretty good metric. On the other hand, negative samples come from related words in HyperNet, so only computing generality difference leads to the best performance. This is also why we evaluate our method on many datasets to make sure our conclusions hold in general. We show the micro average AP@all on 10 datasets using different hypernymy metrics in Table 4 . The negative samples in many datasets are composed of both random samples and similar words (such as BLESS), so the combination of similarity and generality difference yields the most stable results. Among the unnormalized inclusion based scoring metrics, CDE works the best. AL 1 performs well compared with other metrics which remove the frequency signal such as Word2vec, Cosine, and SLQS Row. The summation is the most robust generality measurement. In the table, the scoring metrics are applied to SBOW Freq, but the performances of hypernymy scoring metrics on the other feature spaces have a similar trend.
In Table 5 , we compare different feature spaces using CDE, AL 1 , summation difference ( S), cosine similarity on skip gram times summation difference (W· S), and cosine similarity on embeddings times summation difference (C· S). The results show that the best metric in each dataset is usually combination metrics (i.e., W· S or C· S). The exceptions occur in Kotlerman 2010, HyperNet, and Word-Net, where AL 1 and S, and Word2vec are the best metrics, respectively. Table 5 , SBOW PPMI improves the combination metrics from SBOW Freq but sacrifices AP on the inclusion metrics. It generally hurts performance to change the negative sampling of PPMI (PPMI w/ NW) or compute SBOW PPMI on the whole WaCkypedia (all wiki) instead of the first 51.2 million tokens.
Embedding evaluation In
Across all datasets, DIVE performs stably on all the scoring metrics compared with SBOW. Its results on combina-tion metrics outperform SBOW Freq. Meanwhile, its results on AL 1 outperform SBOW PPMI. The best average performance on 4 and 10 datasets are produced by W· S on DIVE. Removing the PMI filter from DIVE slightly drops the overall precision while removing weights on negative sampling (w/o NW) leads to poor performances. K-means (Freq NMF) produces similar AP compared with SBOW Freq, but has worse AL 1 scores. Its best AP scores on different datasets are also significantly worse than the best AP of DIVE. This means that only making word2vec (SGNS) non-negative or naively accumulating topic distribution in contexts cannot lead to satisfactory embeddings.
The similar trend can also be seen in Table 6 . Note that AL 1 completely fails in HyperLex dataset using SBOW PPMI, which suggests that PPMI might not necessarily preserve the distributional inclusion property, even though it can have good performance on combination metrics. We also present the accuracy of judging which word is a hypernym (more general) given word pairs with hypernymy relations in Table 7 . The direction is classified correctly if the generality score is greater than 0 (hypernym is indeed predicted as the more general word). From the table, we can see that the simple summation difference performs better than SQLS Sub, and DIVE can also predict directionality as well as SBOW. Notice that whenever we encounter OOV, the directionality is predicted randomly. If OOV is excluded, the accuracy of predicting directionality using unsupervised methods can reach around 0.7-0.75.
Our extensive experiments show that DIVE preserves the desirable properties of SBOW well. DIVE can even achieve slightly better performance than SBOW on some metrics, using many fewer dimensions (see Table 8 ).
Comparison with previous results In Table 9 , DIVE is compared with the previous unsupervised state of the art approaches on different datasets. In these experiments, unsupervised hypernym detection approaches refer to methods that do not require any hypernymy or lexicon annotation. When we compare F1 with the results from other papers, we use 20 fold cross validation to determine prediction thresholds, as done by the previous study (Roller and Erk 2016) . It bears mentioning that the SBOW Freq and SBOW PPMI are also tested in the previous literature review (Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) . One of the possible reasons that our SBOW can achieve much better results is because they select scoring metrics and context types based on AP@100, which we believe is too sensitive to the hyper-parameter settings of different methods. Another reason might lie in the effectiveness of newly proposed combination metrics.
When there are sufficient training data, there is no doubt that the semi-supervised approaches such as Hyper-Net (Shwartz, Goldberg, and Dagan 2016) , H-feature detector (Roller and Erk 2016) , and HyperScore (Nguyen et al. 2017) can achieve better performance than all unsupervised methods. However, when training data are limited, our unsupervised methods can produce similar or even better results than the previous semi-supervised approaches, as shown in Table 9 . This demonstrates the robustness of our approach and the difficulty of generalizing hypernymy annotations Table 9 : Comparison with previous unsupervised or semi-supervised approaches. All values are percentages. Previous unsupervised methods include SBOW (optimized by AP@100) (Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) , SBOW Cosine (Levy et al. 2015) , Gaussian embedding (GE) (Vilnis and McCallum 2015; Athiwaratkun and Wilson 2017) , balAPinc (Kotlerman et al. 2010; Turney and Mohammad 2015) , SLQS in HyperNet dataset (Shwartz, Goldberg, and Dagan 2016), Freq ratio (FR) (Vulić et al. 2016) , HyperScore (Nguyen et al. 2017) , and H-feature (Roller and Erk 2016) . Note that HyperScore removes POS in the testing data, so we follow its setting when comparing with it. with semi-supervised approaches.
Related work
Most previous unsupervised approaches focus on designing better hypernymy scoring metrics for sparse bag of word (SBOW) features. They are well summarized in the recent study (Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg 2017) . Santus, Shwartz, and Schlechtweg also evaluate the influence of different contexts, such as changing the window size of contexts or incorporating dependency parsing information, but neglect scalability issues inherent to SBOW methods. A notable exception is the Gaussian embedding model (Vilnis and McCallum 2015) . The context distribution of each word is encoded as a multivariate Gaussian distribution, where the embeddings of hypernyms tend to have higher variance and overlap with the embedding of their hyponyms. However, since a Gaussian distribution is normalized, it is difficult to retain frequency information during the embedding process, and experiments on HyperLex (Vulić et al. 2016 ) demonstrate that a simple baseline only relying on word frequency can achieve good results. Follow-up work models contexts by a mixture of Gaussians (Athiwaratkun and Wilson 2017) relaxing the unimodality assumption but achieves little improvement on hypernym detection tasks.
Order embedding (Vendrov et al. 2016 ) is a supervised approach to encode many annotated hypernym pairs (e.g., all of the whole WordNet) into a compact embedding space, where the embedding of a hypernym should be smaller than the embedding of its hyponym in every dimension. Our method learns embedding from raw text, where a hypernym embedding should be larger than the embedding of its hyponym in every dimension. Thus, DIVE can be viewed as an unsupervised and reversed form of order embedding.
Other semi-supervised hypernym detection methods aim to generalize from small sets of annotated word pairs using raw text corpora. The goal of HyperScore (Nguyen et al. 2017) is similar to our model: the embedding of a hypernym should be similar to its hyponym but with higher magnitude. However, their training process relies heavily on annotated hypernym pairs, and the performance drops significantly when reducing the amount of supervision. In addition to context distributions, previous work also leverages training data to discover useful text pattern indicating is-a relation (Shwartz, Goldberg, and Dagan 2016; Roller and Erk 2016), but it remains challenging to increase recall of hypernym detection because commonsense facts like cat is-a animal might not appear in the corpus.
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) has a long history in NLP, for example in the construction of topic models (Pauca et al. 2004 ). Non-negative sparse embedding (NNSE) (Murphy, Talukdar, and Mitchell 2012) and sparse coding (Faruqui et al. 2015) demonstrate that non-negativity can make embeddings more interpretable and improve word similarity evaluations. The sparse NMF is also shown to be effective in the cross-lingual lexical entailment task but does not necessarily improve monolingual hypernym detection (Vyas and Carpuat 2016) . In our study, a new type of NMF is proposed, and the comprehensive experimental analysis demonstrates its state of the art performances on unsupervised hypernym detection.
Conclusions
Compressing unsupervised SBOW models into a compact representation is challenging while preserving the inclusion and generality signals which are important for hypernym detection. Our experiments show that simple baselines such as K-means hashing and non-negative word2vec do not lead to satisfactory performances in this task.
We demonstrate that Distributional inclusion vector embedding (DIVE) works as well as SBOW while using many fewer dimensions. Our experiments also show that simple unsupervised scoring metrics, which combine similarity and generality measurements, work the best in general, but no one scoring metric dominates across all datasets. A combination of unsupervised DIVE with the proposed metrics can be comparable with or even better than semi-supervised methods when the amount of training data are limited. dq a*dq dp a*dq-dp dp-a*dq Figure 1 : An example of AL 1 distance. If the word pair indeed has the hypernym relation, the context distribution of hyponym (d q ) tends to be included in the context distribution of hypernym (d p ) after proper scaling according to DIH. Thus, the context words only appears beside the hyponym candidate (ad q [c] − d p [c]) causes higher penalty.
Nevertheless, the structure in the problem actually allows us to solve this optimization by a simple sorting. In this section, we are going to derive the efficient optimization algorithm.
By introducing Lagrangian multiplier for the constraints, we can rewrite the problem as L = min a,ζ,ξ max α,β,γ,δ w 0
